English
Maths
In English this term we are looking at non-fiction and fiction styles of writing through the This term we will be building on the range of skills the children obtained in the first term.
stories of ‘The true story of the three little pigs, The jolly postman, and Kate in London’. Up until half term we will focus on 3D shapes (looking at the properties such as edges,
We will be looking at newspaper reports, letter writing and poetry. In grammar we will vertices, sides), money (names, values and properties), place value (number bonds,
be looking at plurals, prefixes, adjectives and similes and continue to learn high more/less), finishing with addition and subtraction. The second half term is where the
frequency words. In daily phonics sessions we will continue learning the phase 5 children demonstrate their understanding and is also a good chance for a review of any
sounds, tricky words and alternative signs.
areas which need to be covered again.
Art / Design and Technology
Science
Computing
In Art this term we will be using the topic of London as our In the Science lab this term Ms Letsu is continuing We will continue to use the program ‘Purple Mash’ to
inspiration. Using a range of materials the children will
‘Changing Seasons’ where the children understand enhance the children’s initial skills needed for
creatively design and draw/paint/sculpture pieces to
how the seasons change over the year and experience programming and coding. The children will be using these
develop and share their ideas, experiences and
the seasons through exploring our outside area and relating to our topics in English and Maths.
imagination. All of these skills will allow the children to
through investigation. The children will then be learning
develop a wider range of art and design techniques in
about animals, life cycles and habitats.
using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space.
History
Geography
This term in History our work will be focussing on our topic
In Geography this term we will be enhancing the
of London. During our topic we will recognise why people
children’s knowledge of places by looking at
did things, why events happened and what happened as a
geographical similarities and differences through
result. We will identify differences between ways of life at
studying the human and physical geography of the
different times so that the children are able to identify the
United Kingdom and a non-European country. We will
ways in which the past is represented. The topic will also
also be focussing on seasonal and daily weather
allow us to place events and objects in chronological
patterns in the United Kingdom and the location of hot
order learning how to use common words and phrases
and cold areas of the world in relation to the Equator
relating to the passing of time.
and the North and South Poles.
Music
Spring Term 2018 for Year 1
R.E
Music lessons will link in with our topics where the children
Children will be taking part in whole class discussions,
will explore different pitches and rhythms. We will continue
Spring 1/Spring 2
circle time and debates where they answer and ask
our sessions with a music specialist on Wednesday
London
questions to further their understanding of religion and
mornings; Ms Rabin links the music sessions with the topic
the world.
that we are teaching in class by experimenting with
different sounds using different types of music.
Homework
Key Events
PE
The children will be expected to read every day and
In PE this term we are lucky to have the coaches from
complete a maths task with either English/Topic/Phonics.
Trips/visitors – London Trip- March- Date TBC
Kent County Cricket club assisting our lessons on a
Reading books get changed on a Monday and a
Thursday. This is a fantastic opportunity for the children
Wednesday. You will receive 2 books on a Wednesday to Parents evenings – 6/3/18 and 8/3/18
as it will expose them to a wide range of skills which
last the children until the following Monday. Homework will
they will not yet have encountered. Alongside this in our
be sent home on a Friday and is due in on a Tuesday.
other allocated PE lesson we will continue to build on
our Gymnastic skills and spatial awareness.

